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READER DISCRETION ADVISED 

 

WARNING!   
 

The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM are 
rousing short stories written Holely 
for the purpose of Mature, Laugh-
Out-Loud, Stir-Up-A-Crowd, Adult 
Entertainment (EROTICTAINMENTTM), 
containing sexually-explicit content, 
considered absolutely unsuitable for 
young readers 17 (and under) and 
may be resolutely offensive to some 
readers no matter your age, much 
rather, the stage of frankly, your sex 
life, if any at all.  So, yup, I'm talk'n 
about all-a-y'all! 
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The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM 
 

An Artfully Witty And Delightfully Poetic Interpretation 
Of One Woman's Real-Life Inspired "Tried & Fairly True" Sexual Affirmations 

… Something About "A Hole" 
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Excerpts From The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM 
 

Playful Rantings & Raves in General Defense of My "Hole's" Life - Upstaged! 
 

Copyright 2016 by Madly Jane 
All Rights Reserved 

 

A Spill, If You Will, From The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM 
 

 
Credible Wetness 

(A Rebuttal To The Booty Call) 
 

… And, and so you understand 
WE [Women Everywhere] demand 

A Standing Phucking Order of the BC [Booty Call] Court! 
Uh, yes!  Head first!  Oh, yes, me first! 

And WE'll need to see some hard and uh, edible evidence 
and, and can WE get a credible wetness 

to testify to a minimum 2‑hour phucking’s report? 
I mean, like, damn, if you’re gonna wake up the Hole fort! 

 

Cum Prepared 
 

Just like the boyz be 
Only now, it's me, Mommy at [43] 

It's that testosterone - my new-found might 
Things I once just wouldn't dare 

let me tell you, now, [always Mom] I cum, uh, uh ... prepared! 
Truly, my shyt be tight! 
[You hear me, right?] 

Girrrrl, I be pack’n like … condoms, natural lubricants, creams, jellies 
[some'm smelly], edibles, anti-bacterials, disinfectants, allergy protectorants  

some baggies, a piece of foil, oh, oh, some baby oil 
velcro, extra clothes, a bottle of wine, 16 oz. Mountain of Do 
[can't even phucking forget] a corkscrew and a knife [right]! 

I ain’t play’n! 
Seriously, I ain't really say'n 

but uuuh, sometimes you gotta fight 
… me off of them boyz! 
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Cumradery 
 

....  But, so, here's something I don't understand! 
It's like [well, let's just call him] Dan 

and [his sidekick] Typical Dyck 
always on the attack 

Bam for Bam!   
[Aw-ight!] 

Always got each other's back 
 Man to Man 
They tight! 

Just phucking brash 
cum'n with his stash 

[a little too, uh, uh, fast] 
always a little cash. 

So, but, well, there you go 
a Phuck with a co-plan! 

No questions asked! 
 

So, why not us - women? 
I mean, like damn! 

What kinda man WE [Women Everywhere] attract? 
What's up with that? 

Why do WE continue to cum, uh, uh, unprepared! 
Seriously, it's as if WE don't really care … about a phuck'n. 

Seems like [my] Poosey, Clyt, Nips, even Baby Toes … shyt Nose 
and she can blo 

and, and what about [my] Ears 
as usual, ain't try'na hear nut'n! 

 

What don't WE understand! 
WE deal'n with a Hole and a Hard Man! 

Noth'n to guess; it's all about The Phuck'n! 
Nonetheless and noth'n without The Suck'n! 

[Am I right?] 
 

So, so, but just last night, when again, Dan [a man] came through 
Oh yeah, Typical Dyck, Dr. Tongue, Roaming Hands, Hot Lips 
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they all came to the party, too! 
Now, y'all mean to tell me his boyz couldn't think of noth'n else to do? 

Cum … on, heck, [my] Neck be right there! 
 

But, what do WE do? 
Stop!  Block!  Stare! 

[my] Team Tongue & Mouth mumbled, Oom, oom, ain't noth'n cum'n in or outta here! 
[my] Eyes wide, tried, but [advisedly] cried 

Wait, uh, uh, a minute guys and, and besides 
WE ain't even seen nut'n yet! 

WE ain't even break a phuck'n's sweat! 
Poosey [sheepishly] vet, Sooo, uh, I don't know about y'all, but, well, we've already met 

Phucking ain't fair, [my] Hair glared 
freshly pressed, straight up and very up [for a] set. 

With some cumphuckingpassion, [my] Body [parts] all chimed, Riiiiiiight! 
While [my] Back snapped, Oh, no, phuck that!  Ain't happen'n tonight! 

[my] Knees teased, Girl, please, don't go get'n on me! 
[my] Arms twined tight, braced, ready for the fight! 
And despite, just no show of any phucking rights! 

 

*     *     * 
So, nope, no cum'n [no better] together!   

Yup, WE left each other out there, dangle'n ... blo for blo!   
With not even no assurances 

no [hard] dyck, no new phucking tricks 
no blo [neither tongue nor kiss] 

no uh, uh, back up plan  
[funny though, it was like Azz already knew The Man] 

no Tyt for tap 
no this for that 

just flat on [my] Back!   
 

Shyt, in fact, it ain't like The Man had noth'n hardly to show!   
And, oh, did he give … even a little bit? 

NO, not one thoughtful gift 
wrapped, bowed, ribboned, no card, not even in-kind 

no chocolate, no flowers; cum … on, not so much as the dip 
and shyt, WE bought the wine! 
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Nope, no calm for my burnings [not even … a drip] 
no royalties towards nor prospect of future earnings [wife, mistress] 

no loyalty rewards [for hang'n in there with all his shyt] 
I mean, like, NO phucking accord 

and My Lawd, not a sight, sound nor Right of Cum'n [for me]!   
 

Only after a swift external investigation and a stiff, uh, uh, drink 
Eyes winked, Girl, don't make me laugh! 

Azz [straight up it], gas'd, LOOK … Y'ALL!  Phuck it; um gon pass! 
 

*     *     * 
Say what?  Whatever did happen to Dan [and his crew]?   
Oh!  No!  The Man left with not so much as a Thank You!   

Typical Dyck, phucking rude! 
In less than 20 [you heard me] minutes 

He was all done with the Hole of it! 
Dipped his stick 

took his piss 
shook his wick 

zipped his pants 
 checked his Face, his Twit, Snapped some shyt 

flipped his keys 
Dude, didn't even wash his hands [nasty] 

No shyt! 
No shower 

No bath 
[no cooperative-Pay, no Pal, not even no cash!] 

 
In all the hullabaloo, somebody [part] laughed!   

WE all knew … it was Azz 
claims WE too uptight 

she was just pass'n gas?   
Everybody [part] gasped 

Azz ain't right!   
Damn!  Close the door! 

Ain't nut'n funny! 
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Why?  What did Azz [always so Holier than thou] have to say that shyt for 
and after Poosey got trashed! 

 
Oh, you due … the phucking math! 

Because without A Universal Holecare Plan and some damn WE cumradery 
left to my own, uh, uh, devices [oh-oo-oo, cum-um-um … on, please] 

it seems My Hole phucking life, this same lame shyt 
another culpable Dyck and his incidental sidekicks 

Why WE just couldn't understand 
I mean, were they even apart of The Hole Plan? 

[true, true] WE do have a Hole … and a lot less to do with it 
- treat'n a dyck, uh, uh, a man like he's Gawd's gift … to Head! 

 
All and though said 

the absolute affront - that Hole play'n dead … bit 
As still, here I sit 
[don’t WE know] 

just a horny, broke ho!  Shyt! 
But [my] Azz knew! 

 

[And you know I speak "The Hole's Truth!"] 
 

The Payback 
 

And with all my talk'n shyt [to some Old Dyck], The Payback 
and now, here I sit, shiver'n, pant'n, literally sprayed back 

totally out of it, Legs gapped open and plunged wide 
poor Tyts barely hold'n on - flung to the side - weighed back 
But, still, I, I, I have a pretty good grip on my, uh, uh, towel 

as material witness to all this ... shyt cum'n down 
and how, well, My Hole, I mean, it ain't like we too old 

No, really, she started out up, tight and proud 
and [I will say] quite phucking aroused 

plus, well, you understand, it's been awhile. 
 

But chiiiile, don't we jump right back into it. 
First, we just get a little burst of wet 
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which came to be a convulsive-like, heavy sweat! 
Okay, maybe just a little bit of fuss'n 

then to an outright loud and verbally awkward cuss'n 
[yelling even] 

WAIT!  WAIT!  JUST WAIT A DARN MINUTE! 
I OBJECT! 

Seems [to reason] My Hole is very suspect! 
And with all due Dyck respect 

I mean, all this [wet] over just some Old Head 
and I ain't even been phucked ... yet? 

Well, dang, we ain't even hit the bed and [you hear me] my Hole's body's … wet! 
WAIT!  WAIT!  [Old Man]  I SAID … 

Uh, Uh-Oh!  Oh!  Oh!  Oh! OOOOOOOOH! 
 

When and slowly it seemed, all the lucid fight 
any sign of liquid-life 

drip by drip 
all but fled The Poosey 

and bit by bit 
in dismal chants to acquit 

squish by squish 
and so [his] Tongue lead the charge 

lick by lick 
notably, no Hole's barred 

hit by hit 
[truly, I think it was those bubble lips] 

so uncontrollably and with each tingling twitch 
in an odd little lingering fit 

so inconsolably, My Hole with not so much as a fingering 
now, to and through forever dyckbarred. 

 

So sadly, after all the suck'n, the cuss'n and That Hole scream'n thing 
the huff'n, the fuss'n and [me] scheme'n [for some dyck] 

Oh, [my] Hole did sing 
and now, not much a voice 

when all's said, I'm near passed out, hang'n off the daggon bed 
no doubt, and in all practicality, Holely dead 
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just too astounded, frankly, beyond dumb, but more, cum-founded 
with little-to-none left of a phucking's choice 

so ridiculously, oh, and quite dycklessly, [my] Hole had been hit! 
 

Though, you know, ultimately, she pled ... down to a mere drip, drip! 
Which means, he'd phucking won!   
But, the proof was in the … cum! 

From his [nasty-azz] mustache, [my] cum lingered … and dripped 
I tell you, the Hole scene was just ugly! 

So smugly, lick'n the cum … off his fingers and those [pink bubble] lips! 
[The Hole time] This Old Man, never even said … shyt! 

See, that's what I get for phuck'n a round with … an Old Azz Dyck! 
 

[Ain't I a trip?  My Mind!  OhMaGawd, truly, I Laugh As I Write!] 
 

Minimum Dyck Wage 
 

So, you gotta know, at this stage [at my age] 
I am long past some minimum dyck wage 

[suck’n, uh, uh, my teeth] 
No, understand, insulted, he had a big enough beef 

and ya girl needed to release ... badly! 
Madly don’t be try’na go there with no young'n man 

but every now and again 
one of you little fast-food bites slash boy types 

restless and lonely, will sneak 
or more often leak 

oooh, allllright [truth] 
only peak - into my lioness den 
Still, I adulted up and shrieked 

Boy, go home! 
Best leave Madly alone 

because at [48] 
ma shyt be honed to take 

[nawh, nawh, break] 
some Bone! 
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Which Hunt 
 

WE, The [Phucked] People 
advocate for a massive overhaul 

to the "underall" Standards of The Booty Call 
and to be blunt, WE truly don't want to necessarily report 

or have to exhaust the Court by public display or resort 
to the more drastic - A Good Dyck Recall 

which, well, says it all 
Ain't noth'n more than a Dyck Hunt 

arguably, A Which Hunt! 

 
The Tongue's Fool 

 

....  Then, I just stop, drop my defense plan 
settle back, relax, frankly, in awe of That Clyt Attack 

take in a deep breath, an even bigger gasp 
and a wee-heeeee little laugh - for the ride 

and decide to surrender and just bask in the oh-so-good feel’n 
of GI’s Face In My Nation - with some booolshyt speech 

while he's slowly thrill'n off my troops 
one by one [and that was just Clyt to Tongue] 

one room, one commission, one position at a time 
on another side of My World. 

Girrrrrl, I could have held up the drenched-in-cum white rag 
and ended it right then and there! 

Done! 
[my] Hole, dried up and bare, just could no longer even phucking care! 

[but, just imagine] 
I mean, My Gawd, [my] cum was everywhere! 

[to think] I almost drowned, just flip'n and flop'n around 
can't find no solid grounds, gasp'n for dear air 

hang’n off the edge of my plush red chair 
Clyt can't do nut'n else, but blankly stare! 

So warily, Hole's losing all cool 
Oh, oh, though, clearly, Clyt, now The Tongue's Fool! 
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Cum Once And For All 
(A Rebuttal To The Booty Call) 

 

So Ladies 
not to be keep'n no  BC [Booty Call] scores 

but heretofore 
when WE implore 

to take The Call 
- Cum [at least] Once … and For All - 

 

So, WE [Women Everywhere] can agree 
and I mean like, on sight 

and before WE can even invoke any true phucking rights 
that when he shows up at your door 

Dude, really, in the middle of the night 
[theoretically] with a hard dyck 

NOOOOOOW 
WE really don’t know for show 

It be dark! 
[and I'm just say'n so, uh, uh, you know, hypothetically] 

WE don’t really even see 
[won't gon mention] 

feel that shyt! 
 

Young Dickling 
 

… I just can’t give a damn! 
Sheeeyt, you a grown-azz man! 
Oooh, allllright, a little duckle'n 

mighta been, I don’t know, maybe 23, 24 
though, ripe for some phuck'n 

ably, even more and, and lawfully good look'n, too 
hard, uh, uh, bodied 
a deep golden brown 
a budding Baby Boo 
[I mean, who knew!] 
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Shooooot, we clicked 
a ripe Hole, a spry Dyck; some shyt just fits! 

[I tell you, the boy was, uh, uh, UP for it] 
a lot more energy 

a lot less round 
a bit much hound-like 

butt packed nice and tight 
talked straight, walked straight 

a good, clean smell 
But look, I could tell, like Hell 

the Young Dickling was phucking fired UP and well, hooked 
nawh, nawh, frankly, the shyt was crooked 

Ooom, ooom, ooom, I mean, just to look-at-it! 
[you hear me!] 

 

Bad Call 
 

WE can almost guess 
now, well, more or less, here's why you got busted 

How, well, you just had to get in 
one laaaast blo 

That's all! 
Bad call! 

Next thing you know 
the police are outside 

parade'n and raid'n your ride 
and starts arrest'n folks … bedside 

floor by floor 
bust'n down doors 

break'n into bathrooms! 
[shyt!  Knew you shoulda took that far - straight to the car - last room] 

You panic! 
No, you didn't phucking plan it … like this! 

 
Wait for it!   

They gon get to you soon! 
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Oh, it's way too late to do shyt  
and BOOM! 

You've been found out! 
 

You tried to hide! 
No doubt, for Gawd you done begged! 

You duck down in some cold, dark closet corner 
tail between some huge hairy legs 

shiver'n, peak'n, scope'n 
try'na figure out what you gon do about 

totally freak'n out, hope'n 
Nooo!  This just cannot be … about no juveniles, no guns, nobody's dope 

Oh, it's out though, beguiled over some sick phucking joke? 
Nope! You done been tricked or uh, seemingly roped 

into [oooh, phuck!  And I mean] a big-Azz bust  
done got yourself handcuffed 

locked up, maybe 20+ 
 But, was it worth it, Son?  Did you have enough phucking fun? 

Did you even get to … cum? 
And, and, and 

[we understand] 
Hell ... oh, you HAD TO LIE! 

But, Gawd only knows 
[and in a flash, and I mean, like, it happened so fast] 

You just took off and ran; well, you tried! 
Handcuffed, naked, no shoes, no phucking intent … to die, a black guy! 

Really?  Why? 
 

DIVE!  DIVE!  DIVE! 
(A Rebuttal To The Booty Call) 

 

WE [Women Everywhere] 
need for you boyz to wake a phuck up 

and cum alive 
get the phuck up 

[no, literally] 
Oblige us 
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Honor the Amended BC [Booty Call] regs 
throw up our legs 

[oh, stop it!  you've seen worse] 
take a deep breath 

go on and eat that debt 
yes, whatever, huff, yell, curse 

just suck it in, suck it up and face first 
DIVE!  DIVE!  DIVE! 

 

Implicit 
 

To be fair 
Every Dyck gotta right to explicit phucking fun 
that means [holely] with me, her, you, them 

and [legally, now with] him 
at whim, at liberty and at will 

yet and still 
Every Hole gotta implicit right … to cum, too! 

 

The Poosey That Could 
 

How many of you boyz would be willing to just STOP 
drop what-so-ever the phuck you do'n 

not a care - not life, wife, child, limb nor [full-heada] hair 
about who-so-ever-else the phuck you been dually screw'n 

board a late-night flight 
in First Class! 

Any inclination? 
Nope, and not with no upgrade, no hop, no buddy pass 

but a last-minute, oh, let's just call it what it is 
- A Phucking Reservation - 

[oh, don't laugh] 
Not enough stash, no less cash, but a flash of a credit card 

Then what'll it have to be 
Greyed hound, boat, barge, rental car, oh, limo, so what, a taxi, in some back seat 

Amtracked, hijack, the subway trained, hitched or hiked? 
[remember that old 10-speed bike?]   
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and all just try’na get to some out-of-town azz 
that lives, well, pretty damn far? 

[can we all just like agree] 
Admittedly, a Hole's lot of energy, money and time, try'n 

[WE don't get it!]   
What! Phucking starved? 

All your attention, the manipulation, the control 
[not to mention, ain't you just too dang old?] 

Always on the call, in the mall [gotta be] buy'n 
the Hole time, [gotta be] lie'n 

You bet it! 
Yup!  Dyck's hard! 

I guess some poosey be just that damned and [gotta be some kinda] good! 
I like to call it, The Poosey That Could …. 

 

Eat'n Out 
 

.... Okay, let me stay on this roll 
before you dive in, gon have to pay a Fish'n Expedition Toll 

Madly Poosey Water's known for plenty of fresh, Hole trout 
and since yo azz GOT to get it up and pretty early 

I can only assume you like, well ... eat'n out 
like a phucking shark - to the bone 

alone and in the deep dark, Ma Brotha! 
 

On A Need-For-Blo Basis 
 

Look, I don't even know where you are right now 
or what in a phuck you been do'n! 

All I know, WE [Women Everywhere] due for some EQuality … blo 
Really, WE, too, just wanna know 

not try'na control 
not try'na hold you to nut'n 

not try'na scold you into no [infavorable] phuck'n 
But well, for the suck'n 
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Strickly, on a need-for-blo basis 
with a weak, heated, deep-seeded, desperately-needed 

almost sick with desire 
[without a doubt, Clyt inspired] 
where can a girl quickly acquire 

shyt, phucking hire 
some good, quality, certified, primed, organic, 100% unprocessed, unfiltered 

unpasteurized, Halal, Kosher, pure, au naturel, in the raw [within the law] 
uncaged, not so aged, not too young, [frankly] hung 

[You hear me!] 
No seriously, WE talk'n Of The Earth, The Moon and The Sun 

The Mother of All To … CUM! 
The anointed one 

That's right 
- TONGUE - 

WE [Women Everywhere] just need to know 
where WE can get us … even one? 

 

THE END 
 
 

Hence and from whence … I caaame, the true birth of The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM 
It's The Hole's Truth and nothing but some phucking truth; so helped me Gawd! 

--Madly Jane 

 
 

Excerpts From The MadlyLiving ChronicleTM 
By Madly Jane 2016 Copyright 
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DISCLAIMER:  The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM are mostly true and overtly due works of 
narcissistic expression, based on a series (situations) of non-fiction, artistically painted 
with some conviction, logistically tainted with a Hole's lot of suspicion, some just wrong 
and even offensive diction and, of course, the wildly witty, delightfully giddy and 
insightfully creative imagination of its author - Madly Jane, uniquely positioned, uh, uh, 
fraught with contradiction and, therefore, necessitate just a few minor conditions:  Due 
to the private, lie a bit, "Holely" uninhibited nature of The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM, all 
names, all claims (particularly to fame), all faces, all places and all known traces of "The 
Hole's Truth" ... remain and shall forever be sustained, as "anonymous!" So, no phucking 
promises! 
 
UNAUTHORIZED DUPLICATION:  The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM are the sole property, 
copyright and trademark(s) of its Author - Madly Jane (aka MadlyLiving).  With the 
exception of briefly quoted review, its content may not be replicated, redistributed, 
transmitted and/or otherwise given, in whole or in part, without the express written 
consent of its author.  Unauthorized Duplication Is Prohibited By Law. 
 

From The Author 
 

Thank you!  Truly, I am blessed to be able to express my passions and excitement for life 
in my writing - the made-up words, the played-up rhymes, the trade up from My Hole 
Times to The Movies In My Mind - how I arrived at the compilation of My Hole's Life 
Work, I’ve entitled, The MadlyLiving ChroniclesTM.  As the title indicates, a series of short 
stories, mere situations, really - exuding, in part, many of my own fleeting notions of the 
[lost and fertile] art and entertainment in and of Erotica, of which I've lived, loved and 
not only [had to] laughed, but learned, from which I’ve ex-hailed the term, 
ErotictainmentTM. 

 

Cum, Live, Love, Laugh With Us!  Share with me and [up til now only] My Friends, and 
know that really, it's all just my phucking opinion, essentially playful rantings and raves 
in general defense of My Hole's Life, upstaged!  Oh My Word!  Know that I Laugh As I 
Write [ILAIW] some oh, so titillating stories of the trials and missed interpretations of 
My Hole's Life!  [You get it, right?] 
 

I thank you for your support and for all these years in laughter from the many a night ... 
after!   
 
It's The Hole's Truth, so helped me, Gawd!  --Madly Jane 
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EROTICTAINMENTTM:  1) Erotica - Sexually explicit, artistically scripted material intended 
to, not only, seduce and arouse some sexual desire, but also to introduce - This Hole 
Thang - espouse a bit of mental hire in advocate of The Hole's Truth, infused with exotic, 
methodic and some laugh out loud 2) Entertainment - The art of keeping people 
entertained through evocative, provocative, intoxicative amusement:  MadlyLiving's 
ErotictainmentTM 
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